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SCIENCE 

 

Project work 
Draw a name two underground stems that we eat, and write a short note on it. 
 
What are the steps and guideline to protect us from Corona Virus? Describe. 
 
Homework  

1. How is alt prepared from the seawater? 
2. Differentiate between threshing and winnowing? 
3. Define the following terms:  

a. carnivores                 b. omnivores                        c. roughage 
d. balanced diet           e. deficiency disease           f. nutrients      
g. hand-picking             h. silk cotton 

      4. What is floatation? 
      5. Why are electric cables made of metal wires? 
     6. What are conductors and insulator of electricity? Give one example of           
           each. 
     7. Describe the process of retting? 
     8. Write a short note on the following:-  
          Coir, silk cotton, Hemp, flax, fabric, jute bag, solute in powdered form 
     9. What is Pem? List the common symptoms of PEM in children. 
 
     
S.st 

 
PROJECT WORK 

1. Draw a clean picture of old coins like punched marked coin and write 
about it. 

2. Draw a clean picture of stone tools and describe about it. 
3. Write about the “phases of the moon” with help of diagram. 
4. Draw a clean picture of showing “diversity” on the basis of their 

traditional costumes. 
 



 
 
Home work 
(History) 

1. Remember and solve all question answer of chapter 1, 2 and 3, question 
no. 3, 4 and 5 of each chapter.  

2. Complete your notebook. 
(Geography)    

1. Remember and solve all question answer of  
Chapter 11 question no. III, IV, and V 
Chapter 12 question no. III, IV, and V  

2. Complete your notebook. 
(Civics) 
1. Complete your notebook. 

 
ENGLISH 

 

1. Draw a clean picture of Haroo caught an old man’s dhoti. Why did 
Haroo do so.  

2. Draw a clean picture of a fighter jet plane. Write its function. 
3. Draw a clean picture of Rani Laxmibai riding on her favorite horse. 

Write something about it. 
4. Draw a clean picture of Why-Why girl, write about her behaviour. 

 
Homework  

1. Remember and write question answer of: 
Chapter 1 question no. B and C 
Chapter 2 question no. A, B and C 
Chapter 3 question no. B and C 

2. Complete your notebook. 
3. Solve all the practice papers of Chapter – 1, 2, 3 and 5 
4. Remember and write first eight lines of poem “The Road Not Taken”. 

 

Maths  
  
Project  

1. Write from 1 to 50 in roman number using matchsticks. 
2. Using picture, show the operation of division. 
3. Use the numbers in graphic mode to show the prime factorization 

of any number. 



4. Draw a clean number line in which positive and negative numbers 
can be seen. 

Homework 
1. Solve the question of following chapters: 

a. Chapter 1 – c, e, I and chapter assessment  
b. Chapter 2- d, mental, chapter assessment 
c. Chapter 3- b, c, d, f, chapter assessment 
d. Chapter 4 – a, b, chapter assessment 

 
2. Complete your notebook. 

 
 
 


